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The anisotropies of the Cosmic microwave background (CMB) as observed by Planck. 
The CMB is a snapshot of the oldest light in our Universe,  imprinted on the sky when 
the Universe was just 380 000 years old. It shows tiny temperature fluctuations that 
correspond to regions of slightly different densities, representing the seeds of 
all future structure: the stars and galaxies of today.



In 1967 Andrei SakharovIn 1967 Andrei Sakharovformulated three formulated three necessary conditions necessary conditions for baryogenesis, i.e., for baryogenesis, i.e., asymmetry betweenasymmetry betweenmatter and anti-matter:matter and anti-matter:
3. Departure from thermal equilibrium
2. C asymmetry is due to CP violation
1. Baryon number violation



inflationary

(from Gorbunov and Rubakov,  “Introduction to the Theory of the Early Universe:  Hot Big Bang Theory”)



  Have to focus on:
1.  Non-conservation of baryon and lepton numbers

2.  Violation of charge-parity symmetry

3.  Properties of electroweak vacuum

Some of these matters could be investigated

at the LHC experiments (but not only there!)



“Sooner or later we will find something else also”

The Large Hadron Collider at CERN

Successfully searched for and found the “missing piece” of this puzzle



The ATLAS Collaboration at the LHC: (like) 3,000 Happy Little Elves



ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) Mass ~ 7000 tons
Length ~ 46m, barrel toroids: ~26m
Diameter ~ 25m
~100 million channels of electronics
~3000 km of cables

3 superconducting magnet systems
10 major particle detector technologies
20 years in the making



Inner Detector: silicon pixels, silicon microstrips and transition radiation tracker

Angular coverage and the measurements:

Silicon pixels and strips: η=-ln tan (Θ/2) < 2.5 
Pixels: up to 3/3 hits in barrel (|η|<1) / endcap
SCT: up to 8/9 hits in the barrel/endcap parts

TRT: η=-ln tan (Θ/2) < 2.0, 73/160 layers in the
barrel / each endcap, >30 hits per track at η=0 

Resolutions of individual subsystems (in R-φ/z)
Pixel detector:                    10  /  115 μm 
Silicon microstrips (SCT):   17  /  580 μm
Straw tubes (TRT):           130 μm

Tracking, vertexing, e/π separation

Momentum and impact parameter resolutions 
(almost there using just cosmics and minbias!):
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ATLAS (sampling) calorimeters

Tile calorimeter’s iron is solenoid magnet’s return yoke 

EM barrel and endcap:  liquid argon / lead, | | < 3.2
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presampler (| | < 1.8) + 3



 0 10 0 007. / .⊕

  layers (2 for | | > 2.5)

Hadronic barrel (+extended)  plastic scintillator tiles / : iiron,

|  < 1.7, 3 layers,  (jet) (  in  | ( ) / . / .E E E E 0 50 0 03⊕ GGeV)
Hadronic endcap:  liquid argon / copper, 1.5 < | | < 3.2
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Hadronic (EM) forward:  liquid argon / tungsten (copper),

3..1 < | | < 4.9,  (jet)  (  in GeV)
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22 hadronic layers



Muon Spectrometer Muon trigger and momentum resolution and coverage
|  < 2.7 | ,,  (  in GeV, up to TeV) ( ) / .p p p⊥ ⊥ ⊥≤ 0 10 

triggering and 2nd
coordinate (barrel)

precise coordinate (endcaps), σ~60μm

triggering and 2nd coordinate
(endcaps), non-bending direction

precise coordinate (barrel and endcaps), σ~80μm
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B = 0.5 T



                                               

 

 



                                               

 

 

The Price of the Higgs

by Adrian Cho



                                               

One particularly interesting (but not the only one!)
scenario is Left Right Symmetry: SU(2)     SU(2)      U(1)   L R B-L
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Search for Lepton Number Violation at the LHCSearch for Lepton Number Violation at the LHC
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The seesaw mechanism in action



The seesaw mechanism in action

SusieSusie



The seesaw mechanism in action

SusieSusie The heaviest guy...The heaviest guy...
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Many other important papers
should likely be added to this 
very incomplete list!

    My apologies if I missed 
     to include such papers.

Our work is based on manyOur work is based on many
important theoretical ideasimportant theoretical ideas
developed before somedeveloped before some
of the LHCers were born!of the LHCers were born!



















The higher momentum muon has a PT of 187 GeV and an (eta,phi) of (-0.39,1.55). The subleading muon
has PT of 183 GeV and an (eta,phi) of (0.93,-1.38). The jet has PT of 149 GeV and an (eta,phi) of (0.46,1.59). 
The dimuon invariant mass is 383 GeV  and m(lljj) = 512 GeV. Only tracks with PT > 3 GeV are displayed.







Events with like-sign dimuons and (at least) two
jets (with the invariant mass around W) are selected



Assuming the maximal allowed mixing angles between the SM leptons and the new heavy states, i.e. using
parameters |Ve|=0.055 and |Vmu|=0.063, while the mixing angle for tau leptons (|Vtau|) is taken to be 0.



Pair production of 4th generation (b’)
quarks, pair production of vector-like
quarks, enhanced production of four
top quarks, production of two 
positively-charged top quarks.
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ATLAS Preliminary  = 7 TeVs



 arXiv:1210.4538
JHEP12(2012)007

If *your* model predicts events with at least two well-isolated 
like-sign leptons, these results is all you need to estimate limits!

This analysis (3rd generation shown today) is all that’s needed
to discover NP in events with two well-isolated like-sign leptons!



Check the paper when applying to your model!



 ATLAS, arXiv:1210.4538 [hep-ex], JHEP12(2012)007







An example of a 95% CL upper limit on NP cross section in fiducial region

 ATLAS, arXiv:1210.4538 [hep-ex], JHEP12(2012)007





Event display of the ee (++) event with the highest invariant mass (589 GeV).

The leading electron has an ET of 196 GeV, (η, φ) of (1.31, -1.86).
The subleading electron has an ET of 50 GeV, (η, φ) of (-2.25, 2.73). 
There is a third electron (shown as a blue track) with an ET of 35 GeV, (η, φ) of (-0.54, 1.73), 
and charge -1. There are two reconstructed jets. 
The leading jet has a pT of 207 GeV and (η, φ) of (0.59, 1.49), and 
the subleading jet has a pT of 30 GeV and (η, φ) of (1.14, 1.45). 
The missing transverse energy (shown as a green arrow) is 9 GeV with φ of -1.05.



Event display of the μμ (++) event with the highest invariant mass (522 GeV).

The leading muon has a pT of 486 GeV, (η, φ) of (0.13, -3.04). 
The subleading muon has a pT of 79 GeV, (η, φ) of (-1.73, -1.23).
There is a third muon (shown as a blue track (-)) with a pT of 32 GeV, (η, φ) of (-1.41, 2.70).
There are two reconstructed jets. 
The leading jet has a pT of 394 GeV and (η, φ) of (-0.64, 0.17), 
and the subleading jet has a pT of 27 GeV and (η, φ) of (1.16, 0.15). 
The missing transverse energy, shown as a green arrow, is 93 GeV with φ of 



The muon has a pT of 212 GeV, (η, φ) of (0.68, -1.24).
The electron has a pT of 161 GeV, (η, φ) of (2.11, 2.26).
There is a second electron candidate shown in blue with pT of 86 GeV, (η, φ) of (1.87, 1.54) 
and a charge of -1. No high pT jets are reconstructed. 
The missing transverse energy, shown as a green arrow, is 16 GeV with φ of -0.26.

Event display of the eμ (++) event with the highest invariant mass (464 GeV).
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Magnetic monopoles (DY prod.) : highly ionizing tracks
Multi-charged particles (DY prod.) : highly ionizing tracks

jjmColor octet scalar : dijet resonance, ll
m),μμll)=1) : SS ee (→

L
±± (DY prod., BR(HL

±±H
Zlm (type III seesaw) : Z-l resonance, ±Heavy lepton N

Major. neutr. (LRSM, no mixing) : 2-lep + jets
WZ

mll),νTechni-hadrons (LSTC) : WZ resonance (l
μμee/mTechni-hadrons (LSTC) : dilepton, 
γl

m resonance, γExcited leptons : l-
WtmExcited b quark : W-t resonance, 

jjmExcited quarks : dijet resonance, 
jetγ

m-jet resonance, γExcited quarks : 
qνlmVector-like quark : CC, 

 Ht+X→Vector-like quark : TT
,missT

E SS dilepton + jets + →4th generation : b'b' 
 WbWb→ generation : t't'th4

jjντjj,ττ=1) : kin. vars. in βScalar LQ pair (
jjνμjj,μμ=1) : kin. vars. in βScalar LQ pair (
jjν=1) : kin. vars. in eejj, eβScalar LQ pair (
tb

m tb, LRSM) : → (RW'
tqm=1) : 

R
 tq, g→W' (

μT,e/mW' (SSM) : tt
m l+jets, →tZ' (leptophobic topcolor) : t

ττmZ' (SSM) : 
μμee/mZ' (SSM) : 

,missTEuutt CI : SS dilepton + jets + ll
m,μμqqll CI : ee & 

)
jj

m(χqqqq contact interaction : 
)jjm(

χ
Quantum black hole : dijet, F T

pΣ=3) : leptons + jets, DM /THMADD BH (
ch. part.N=3) : SS dimuon, DM /THMADD BH ( tt

m l+jets, →t (BR=0.925) : tt t→
KK

RS g
lljjmBulk RS : ZZ resonance, 
νlν,lTmRS1 : WW resonance, 
llmRS1 : dilepton, 
llm ED : dilepton, 2/Z1S

,missTEUED : diphoton + 
 / llγγmLarge ED (ADD) : diphoton & dilepton, 

,missTELarge ED (ADD) : monophoton + 
,missTELarge ED (ADD) : monojet + 

mass862 GeV , 7 TeV [1207.6411]-1=2.0 fbL

mass (|q| = 4e)490 GeV , 7 TeV [1301.5272]-1=4.4 fbL

Scalar resonance mass1.86 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.1718]-1=4.8 fbL

)μμ mass (limit at 398 GeV for L
±±H409 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.5070]-1=4.7 fbL

| = 0)τ| = 0.063, |Vμ| = 0.055, |V
e

 mass (|V±N245 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-019]-1=5.8 fbL

) = 2 TeV)
R

(WmN mass (1.5 TeV , 7 TeV [1203.5420]-1=2.1 fbL

))
T

ρ(m) = 1.1 
T

(am,Wm) + Tπ(m) = 
T

ρ(m mass (
T

ρ920 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-015]-1=13.0 fbL

)
W

) = MTπ(m) - Tω/
T

ρ(m mass (Tω/
T

ρ850 GeV , 7 TeV [1209.2535]-1=5.0 fbL

 = m(l*))Λl* mass (2.2 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-146]-1=13.0 fbL

b* mass (left-handed coupling)870 GeV , 7 TeV [1301.1583]-1=4.7 fbL

q* mass3.84 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-148]-1=13.0 fbL

q* mass2.46 TeV , 7 TeV [1112.3580]-1=2.1 fbL

)Q/mν = qQκVLQ mass (charge -1/3, coupling 1.12 TeV , 7 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-137]-1=4.6 fbL

T mass (isospin doublet)790 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-018]-1=14.3 fbL

b' mass720 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-051]-1=14.3 fbL

t' mass656 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.5468]-1=4.7 fbL

 gen. LQ massrd3534 GeV , 7 TeV [1303.0526]-1=4.7 fbL

 gen. LQ massnd2685 GeV , 7 TeV [1203.3172]-1=1.0 fbL

 gen. LQ massst1660 GeV , 7 TeV [1112.4828]-1=1.0 fbL

W' mass1.84 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-050]-1=14.3 fbL

W' mass430 GeV , 7 TeV [1209.6593]-1=4.7 fbL

W' mass2.55 TeV , 7 TeV [1209.4446]-1=4.7 fbL

Z' mass1.8 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-052]-1=14.3 fbL

Z' mass1.4 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.6604]-1=4.7 fbL

Z' mass2.86 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-017]-1=20 fbL

 (C=1)Λ3.3 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-051]-1=14.3 fbL

 (constructive int.)Λ13.9 TeV , 7 TeV [1211.1150]-1=5.0 fbL

Λ7.6 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.1718]-1=4.8 fbL

=6)δ (DM4.11 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.1718]-1=4.7 fbL

=6)δ (DM1.5 TeV , 7 TeV [1204.4646]-1=1.0 fbL

=6)δ (DM1.25 TeV , 7 TeV [1111.0080]-1=1.3 fbL

 mass
KK

g2.07 TeV , 7 TeV [1305.2756]-1=4.7 fbL

 = 1.0)PlM/kGraviton mass (850 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-150]-1=7.2 fbL

 = 0.1)PlM/kGraviton mass (1.23 TeV , 7 TeV [1208.2880]-1=4.7 fbL

 = 0.1)PlM/kGraviton mass (2.47 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2013-017]-1=20 fbL

-1 ~ RKKM4.71 TeV , 7 TeV [1209.2535]-1=5.0 fbL

-1Compact. scale R1.40 TeV , 7 TeV [1209.0753]-1=4.8 fbL

=3, NLO)δ (HLZ SM4.18 TeV , 7 TeV [1211.1150]-1=4.7 fbL

=2)δ (DM1.93 TeV , 7 TeV [1209.4625]-1=4.6 fbL

=2)δ (DM4.37 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.4491]-1=4.7 fbL

Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena shown*

-1 = ( 1 - 20) fbLdt∫
 = 7, 8 TeVs

ATLAS
Preliminary

ATLAS Exotics Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits (Status: May 2013)



From our measurements we estimated upper limits on
production cross sections of various BSM processes 
and lower limits on masses of new hypothetical particles.

In all reported analyses we observe
a good agreement with SM predictions.

We searched for violation of lepton and lepton flavor
numbers in exclusive and inclusive dilepton channels. 

A discovery of heavy Majoranas would have explained
neutrino masses and baryogenesis via violation of lepton 
number and more CP violation! Wishful thinking, hahaha...

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/Publications


